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June 24, 1983 

.. 
Dear Raya: 

The envelope I am sending you contains a number of things that 

I hope will be helpful to the paper you are writing for Diamond's 

conference: [D{ the reference by M_a_::_~.to .. i:!:t!!>2roquois and Western 

conceptions of "natur~l man", from® ill some ideas for the 

section on ~tho~~nd~omeEJ which includes a translation of 

the paragraph from the EN on the goddesse~~Olympus:~rny view 

... of Peter's interpretation of the passage from Marx's notes on Kova-

levsky which you questioned, 
' ' .• 

relevant 

and 

19Bl article on Marx's concept of the Asiatic Mode of 

''c:/)!r!)d111cti.on· · · (e!3pecially his attack on Marx before the 1870s as "mon'"' 

';2~:1:S:;;!:.~~~~·:. 4) my review of The Hidden Half for ~~ froin, ,:,, ......... . 

find something of interest on American Indian women.: 

raft). 

~~ruentrate on the other points you 

ff~~~!'sted: ~-e-f_e_r_e_n_c_e_s_d_i_r_e_c_e_-r_y _ _:o anthropolo? which could be 
· .. ~(:: .. / . 

.. , i.ncluded in the paper: 2) elements in the paper that will hit' the 

. jfdien~e the "wrong way" 1 @· 3) whae.hink Krader, Diamond, etc• 

\f~t to know. ' 

_,~·A.':);Let me begin with anthropology. I think that the main point . 
' . ·;.~ ·' ~" ·' 

-~, ,., . ' ' 

iB''tbe one you make on pp. 13-14 of your draft, throwing. down tlie' · 
- ',, ' ' . ': . . ' .. ~.·.: . 

. 'challenge to work out Marx's vision of the last decade. That, oan• be 
.. ' i: ''. ~ ~ : '. '• . . . . . '.:. -

' what anthropology has done to avoid the 1m in the 

years· ainoe it was transcribed and publhhed, even when both 
.. ·. 

i 
I 

.I 

i 

! 
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the world objective events which many radical/dialectical anthro-

pologists are interested in, and new theoretical directions, have 

suggested that Marx's Notebooks be seriously studied. 

The contrast between the fact that so many of today's generation 

of 
~ther ..1 

anthropologists~did their fieldwork in lands where actual revol-

utions broke out, and thus experienced them first-hand, or were in-

volved in a re-examination of anthropological work from a feminist' 

perspective, and the lack of discussion of the new points of depar-

ture in Marx's last decade, is so stLiking that it calls for 

.look. Why, for example, did the American Anthropologist 

What is additionally complicating is the fact that the last 

/10-lS years have seen the beginning of a <::_~~lt_~~~~-~-~t:~:rop()l()~V' 
against the anti-Marxist tradition that had dominated it since the. ,-,_ 

.: ~:eginning of the 20th century. Especially in the USA, but certainly 

.. a·lso in Britain (and to some extent in France and Germany) , anthro-' 
.. -: ·'· 

· pology kept far away from Marx, and even (except for a few) from 

Engels. ThiS inc~~es the ":f:athers"of us anthropology-- ~r():;be~J 
. ' ' 

.-~:t:::~~::~::::::a:
1

:h:::i:::d e:::::::::m~n::::~:. 
1

~~ M::k was 

viewed at all in this long period, it was in relation to Morgan and 

· ~-E~geis 1 · ·oriciin •. Those who followed 
·t . -" 

this path (notably Leslie 
·- :~ .. ... ~ ; 

:White) 
\!Cherne, 

1 d 7 

• f e evate a h o .. considered themselves "Morganists", and 

. · _uniline111,r evolution for humanity as the key to anthropoion, Marx was 

. said by both enemies and friends to have supported this scheme, and·. 

to be (with minor exceptions) an endorser of Morgan. 
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04:,/1 
'i-' , f_;Iry_ 1968. Marvin 

correctly said that 

Harris' The Rise of Anthropological Theory / 
~ave been -A · 

"it would Jlfl' closer to the truth had it been 

~ 
I 

stated that cultural anthropology developed entirely in reaction 

to, instead of independently of, Marxism". Yet Harris himself im-

mediately moved to demand that Marxism be purified of"the Hegelian 

monkey on Marx's back" for use in anthropology. CHis own method-

ology after that is vulgar in the extreme.) What he, and other 

US scholars meant was evidently simply to divide base/superstructure 

in their analysis and quote the~ (1859). No study of~ here. 

France offers a very different tradition, as seen in Godeller, 
. ·--.. --..., 

Terray, etc., the so-calle "structuralist-Marxists. Godelie7''doe.sn!J; 

either, in 

(All of them are much more interested in that, Krader'~-

when you actually read the reviews and discussion ,-- much: 

;;m'X::}2::t:/'~1!1()2:e ii1lmerous than the ones on the ]lli-- you see that they are on 

>Krade,r, _ riot, on Marx's Notebooks on Kova lev sky.) In the tetter I 

~;i~i!':~!\):;.,,.~~•s·, concept of AMP which does catch that there was a development 

In.Marx· in the 1870s. But what is most important, and proves no 

·-'st~dy of Marx's notes is that he groups Marx together with Maine~ 
' saylng they "may be regarded as the first to have drawn Asia into 

:the·'forefront of historical consideration". Fu:t:lher, he so identifies , 

Marx and En~ tha~A. '~t. d~n' t even get credit as the one who . ·.· .• ·.:·-·.··~·'"''· ';"'"'·'" 
-:~ound Morgan: "In l~~;W4 the discovery of Morgan's work chimgeci 

this scheme of primitive history again". Godelier does defend 

i 
I 
I 
! 
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against those who say he puts all "primitive communism" into 

ne category, citing the letter to· Mikhailovsky. But this brings 

a lack in Krader. When Krader translated the Kovalevsky note

ooks, he:~? all those writin;rs that dealt with non-Asian 
v . 

ocieties, especially in the New World. Thus, Marx's notes on 

"hunting and fishing etltures of the@~~ ;~~-{~~-.-;;~:i~; 
;_ ...... 

. land practices iri the conquered parts of the America~.'J,.reina:i.n 
.~, ----------- ----- ---·----·---- .. . ... 

unpublished to this day. 

Nor has Leacock been any better on this, of course. In 

her book (don't have the reference in front of me), she finally 

mentions the ~ to say, in one sentence, that Krader did a great 
~ 

job, and that she can't imagine why some people (unnamed--RD?) 

are trying to make it appear that Marx and Engels differed when. 

it is clear that Origin is,in the main, the culmination of their'' 
- ...::- ~ . 

efforts. 

rn the main, anthropologists either think that they have 

"gone beyond Marx in scientific terms" (Godelier) G treat 

Engels as the one of interest to them, since he wrote a "finished•i 

work, whereas Marx wrote "fragments" (Harris). 

in both th~ book and the draft of this talk is the 

of Marx as a Morgan-ite unilinear evolutionist who 

of the general law of human l Third world as ,an earlier stage 

evolution-- ~~----- -------·-

'.' . 

In other words, what you present on Marx's 

'world, from the early perspectives through the Grundrissi!ac'to•: 

the 1870s-80s writings, is new, especially so when it 
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'. 
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both to Man/Woman and to "revolution in permanence". Naturally, 

no'one in anthropology (or anywhere else) is speaking on the latter 

in relation to Marx's last decade. But what is int~lng to me 

is the fact that where there is interest in that p~{~d of Marx, it 

is much more on Marx and the ~hird World, as though Engels had said --·------
there was to say on Man/Woman. Thus the divergence between your 

of the EN on this subject and Krader's is enormous, and the 

of Man/Woman in Marx, centering on the last decade will 

quite exciting, and new to them • 

.. B.) Man/Woman and anthropology :i.s therefore the second 

· hppe that ... you can use some of the material in my book. review 

·'rhe Hidden Half. Part of the reason I found it so relevant is 
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3. I thought on first thinking about it, that they would 

be opposed to the way you bring in the £Qf, that they would say 

it is too political. But now I don't think so at all. If the 

I 

I 
'! 

way the paper is orga~ized is to present Marx's vision of new ! 
! 

human forces, new Subjects, especially women and the Third World ' 

!!' and contrast that to the de-humanization of life represented 

by bureaucracy as Marx saw it (separating Marx from the state-

~pitalists), then the CGP comes in so naturally. After all, isn't 

this the exact place that Marx's projection of the end to the 

division of rnantal/rnanual labor is put forth in opposition to 

the Lassallean capitulation to the state bureaucracy? The more 
,; : :;:he struggle,./ 
I"' considered the tension,_· -__ } ( 77 llliUIIr as you trace Marx 

o~ bureaucracy .~~. ~@r1~?)-... ) vs. Marx on new human dimensioi:le':'i.'~:;~;'] 
-~.·oi"women and the Third World, the more I think that this will be .. 
1~ . VIG>+ \;)e. 

·,' not onl~red "out of school", but as the kind of contribution· 

no one else will be making. 

4. The above is I guess my answer to what I think they will 

·want to know. I.f there is an area where they will be plain lousy oJ,_ 

.i:cademice (instead of Marxist academics) it is in insisting that 

· t}l'e paper have a specific (read "limited" )focus. They will want to' 

complain that you were too br~d and not "in depth"· on 

any one point. But I don't think this will work for them here, s1nc~,~~~f~2~1f:!. 

,., ... '.' '" <,.\:he theine that you wish to develop is quite directly Marx's answer .··• 
'· ,• 

. : '· 

to the problem that they pose as the theme of the conference-- .. · 

- ------7 the -;;-ofbureau~racy. --------- ---If I can make any of-the above more clear, please 

'-~, ;W.Aik. 



Ref. to Iroquois/Papagenos by Marx-- for page 6 of mss. 

Marx, in the 1842 essay, "The Philosophical l1anifesto 

of the Historical :;chool of Law", drew very sharply the · 
' Jl,istinction between actual-tunterstmld:ing._of non-western 

~eoples and the ~~:on~~~ro~~ -~~~~Ei-~~s "primitive 

man" passing for science. This is also h ference. 

to the Iroquois, and to Native Americans 

~According to a fiction current in the eighteenth 

century, the r~tural state was considered the true state 

of humadpature~ople wanted to see the idea of man through 

the eyes of the body and created men of nature, Papagenos, 

th,..~~ of which idea ~~-~-~ven.-to-cov.ei'i.~_t;_~e -· 

skin with feathers. During the last decades of the eight-..... , 
eenth century, it was supposed that peoples in a state of 

natuee posessed primeval wisdomJand everywhere one cou~ 

~!LJmi.tating-the t~ittering o{eth~d of si~-
Inddans ~c-:)rn the-oiilief ~ 

. thes._e_:.~ar~t"'s~t;;::h~e~b:i-r:-d~s""t~h~e;;m::s:::e~l ves could be enticed into a 

tr~tt-ll these eccentricities were based on the correct 

:i'dea. that the primitive state was a naive Dutch painting 

of the ~ sate .. )/ & just ~1'1 ev~.I.':t .. C!!!.l!~\.I~Y_!l~~~~~~~ 
· peculia:c....nat.ure.,-so. t.99 it gives birth to its own peculi_?-r ,,-. _. ----------------k- .. - --··-. 

~me~_ 
I . 

From Karl Ma~Frederick Engels, Collec~~d Wo~, 

~ pp. 203-204. Int'l Pubs, 1975· 

··-. 
-...... ~ ... __ 

., .. 
; ·-- .. 

' i 
I 
i 
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on mythology 11111 

!)_First, here is the passage you wanted from the-~' 

~ on the Goddesses on Mt. Olympus. 

Marx paraphrases L•Jorgan (p. 482 of Ancient Society) 

follows: '~m first to last among the Greeks a prin

ciple of studied selfishness among the males, tending to 

lessen the appreciation of women, scarely found amnng 

sayage~ (Emphasis added by !1arx.-5j'rhe usages of centuries 

stamped upon the minds of Grecian women a sense of their 

inferiority." 

Now Marx interjects his own comment: ~~t the propor

tion of Goddesses on Olympus shows ~~ of an 

earlier freer and more inf;L.uential position of women. Juno .-- ~ ···..:..::.::.·· 

reigns, the god4ess of wisdom springs from the head of 

. : .zeus, etc •. " (Emphasis added by Marx. ) 

Marx goes on to paraphrase Morgan that "Greeks ~ 

·ba~barians in their treatment of the female sex at the 

height of their civilisation; their education superficial, 

·intercoUrse with the opposite sex denied them ••• • 

The point here seems to be a dual ,· \One: that the im

portance of the. Goddesses hearkens back to an earlier day 

• ... when the mythology was created, a day when women's posi

tion w~s genuinely more influential, an~ that ,.' 

the mythology is sustained in the classical period .in part 

by the women, who lo~~n the hope of a freer ~tu~ 
,., •. ~"····:··-,•:·.·· . .. . 2) You had said ~ your daaft) ~hat you wanted .. 

: to tie Marx's reference on Goddesses . to Luxemburg. on Pen

,•ithes,Uea. In the Introducti,on to a Critique of Hegel's 

:,?~;;;r~ ot R18ht. e_ .. -· that e ~oplos of'-..·-"' 

i 

-! 

i 
I 
! 

I . 
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antiquity lived their pre-history in imagination, in 

mythology'~ I couldn't help but think that it is not ·-only a fact that Marx used mythology as a source of under-

standing the pre-capitalist world, but that for him, too, 

~-t-e chara~ mythology spoke not only to the past, 

but to t~ This is why Prometheus makes such·<an 

impact in the freedom struggle of i1arx's time vs. the 

Prussian rule~at it becomes then the sub-titles of 

Ch. 9, "Prometheus Bound, Prometheus Unbound". 

Isn't this also the case for Luxemburg? I mean isn't 

her recollection of Penthesilea a less conscious form of 

Marx and Prometheus? In any case, there are more connections 

between the queens of the Amazons and Marx than I knew . 

of. You know the figur~seus o;~~ who Marx was 

excited to find out was a·real, historic person, about 

whom you quote the ~ sentence by Marx in the EN? ~/ell,· 

.. vs'anne tells me that Fuller, in !:{oman in the Nineteenth * · Centur;y, makes the point thatc:ih;,~eus mar~ a aueen oD 
.~ .~~bviously not Penthesilea). 

3) For a point far, far away on mythology, I wanted 

to point out that the whole question of "warrior women•, 

as taken up in the Hidden Half, only comes into being when 

sanctioned by·mythology. That is, in order to break out 

/ ,of the female role pattern, a Lakota (Siouxl, woman had .. 

V '· to dream incessantly of~~i;'~~pika (D_9.ti,'QJ • .e~iJ ·· 
Only then was she freed to seek he~wn vision of life. 

The institutionalization of such a mythological charactel' 

suggests that "warrior women" were far from being oddities 

among Plains women. (The Blackfoot had a nearly identical 
character.) 

• ' . 
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Naturally, when you take up mythology you will get 

the.anthropologists in the audience to pick up their ears, 

since that is precisely the area that Levi-~trauss made 

his name in (Tristes Tropi.yes) by aupposedly re-creating 

the dialectic of Hegel tQr __ my_thology of Native American ---·-. -.-..... 
peoples (mainly~. Yet he did so without 

reference to Marx; saying that this subject was not of 

interest to KM. 

. ~, 

i 
I 
I 
! 

·' 

I 
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On Peter's interpretation or Marx's comments in the~
books on KOJrnlevsk.y that Marx there links the "very concept 

o!',.oria:utal despot_!s!D _ _to the ideology of European imper-

ialism" (AMP, ~_!;~;;·~~-~-rart-~'p·.f0f 
__/\ 

I am enclosing xeroxes or pp, .i6§-J7.,, so that you 

can Judge for yourself the meaning or the text in its con

text. There is no doubt that Marx is here attacking the 

poor level or scholarship or the "Orientalistsn, .and in 

particular their understanding or the extent to which congueeed 

land becamec•do~~7)roperty", Furthermore, it strongly 

suggests ~rdireci(Pn!i'J.#_Jn...his~_ew ;;: the subject from 

the way he had expressed it in th~50s ,-) especially in 

his June 2(~sj} Jetter to Engels ~~--;~~~cois Bernier's 

book on India and Kashmir and the Moslem rule there. In 

·t!lat letter he had noted approvingly and underlined Ber-:',, ... 

riier•s ~esoription or conquered lands as the reason for 

· t_he presence or enormous army encampments, saying. that 

'&iie must "understand the particular condition and govern-

. -. ment . or a country, where the king is the o~y pro~ _ 

· pit.etor or all .the land in the kingdom• ••• This is the letter. 
1 .. 

thst concludes, ."Bernier rightly regards the fact that 

there is no private property in land as the basis of all 

phencmenain the East, he refers to Turkey, Persia and . f ~ ... ,.. . 

Hindustan. This is the real key, even to the Oriental 
heaven• ••• 

on Phear and Maine 
notes 

communal property in land as predomi 
regards 

not connected to the state directly, In India even the 

·public works, canals, etc, were not the work of t!£e state 
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bureaucracy, as Marx now sees it. Thus a great many of the 

original points from his 1853 conception of Oriental Des

potism, as e:press£~_in the Tribune article~are in the 

process o~~~~~VE~ _the _llsg_lj,~_fo~~~tiol!" of 

it, the self-governing 'vrflage of "undifferentiated unity• 
------~---- .. - -··· ~- . ----. -

is now s_ee_n to have qu:lj; a bit of "differentiation", and 

t~e ~a;t~--b;-~~~ commune is stressed, 
- -·------- --· -- . .......-y.-··~ 

Nevertheless, Marx does~r.i that I can find spe-

cifically reject the concept of "Oriental Despotism•,€) 

say that the whole idea is from European ide th 

contrary, the villge oommunal1sm is pres ted as op-
e-e::::= --
position, not only to Western imperialism, but to the auto-

cratic rule from the centralized state, a state that is 

·nativel;v-developed. What can be said is that h:e-:lrltf'""l:t'Df!lf:!r 

.uses the term at all; that the concern with bureaucrao;y 

fti,i_j:'i~XtV~iffi h~~ thr9ughout his writings is Q centered on Asia 

· tt-,.,1 'O ·k 
J=c~!!:::.-=::=: a.~~~Cl~e.~on bureaucracy in Westen_cap.ital-.~:"·· ···~"-; 

~---- several important elements in the def-

Oriental Despotism as put forth ia 1853 were 

greatly modified, 

From the notes as you dictated them in Wallaceburg, 
. ' 
it. _seemed to me that. you intended to place this question, 

· cracy. Why I thi."Y'-~ is relevant now is in the sense or 

its ..._---"""'"""==hioh might be one of the points of _ 

~~i.;,,;;-;;~0;Lc;,"!~!!!'-,.!~~9~1~'~hc~'!L;L~~~~-a,t:e_d on. the . top. of ~ of . . 

· The other comment I wanted to make after re-readi:ag · 

· ' Peter:•s essa;y is that there seems to me to be a not quite· "Tt 
,_ ... : ... ,, ' 

.; 
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correct view or Marx's writings in the period of the 18.50s 

on the East, At least it is a different view than I got 

from your concept of Grundrisse as mediation. The two pages 

I am referring to are pp. 4 and 5. What I am most concerned 

with is the assertion on p.5 that the "Third World's social 

development would pregress through definite stages. Marx 

assumed that the development of capitalism in the East 

would follow, and mirror, the rise of capitalism in the 

West•. It just seems far too much like Vitkin's view of 

Marx as "Euro-centered" in methodology as well as in data, 

and I don't see that either the Tribune articles or the 

Grundrisse offer any evidence or Marx as a unilinear evol-

" ' ~tion_ist in this period.• (I am enclosi~ Vitkin's article 

fromPhil:osophy and social Criticism where he takes up 

:M~rx•s ~lation to Darwin on evolution.) 

If I may go back to the topic of Marx on bureaucaaoy. 

as a whole for a moment, I wanted to say that I think this 

. ·will stand. out in the sharpest contrast to Marx's conoppt 
'.- ; .. ' ., ; . 

orces ~you are following-- women and 

the ~_:~;-~~you 
t up in is the most fascinating because 

it is a new view of Marx on labor (if 

and because 1t is connected to the work on the· lloli.~H~ler•s 

.strike. The idea that you would counterpose 

:· in the raotor;r/mine ( heightened under 

as 11JU described i:G in l!!f, p. 92-94, and as the m1Ders' 
;;:;:i~o;\;'!M-1.;'~;;"'~"- · told it to rou, to not only the • freely-associated labor•' ~--~-:-J;:;~i:*~~ 

of the Paris Commune, 'but to ~~ fact that Engels appeJl4ed' 

the phrase •dictatorship or the proletariat• to that ex- . 
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perience on his own, after Marx died, is entirely new to 

me, After all, isn't "dictatorship of the proletariat• 

assumed by all to be Marx's expression, out of the Commune, 

and isn't that & what is remembered, and not "freely-asso-:
oiated labor"? 



·- .. •:_. Hidden Half !1111 

'l'he Hidden Half: .3tudies of Plains Indian Women, 

by Patricia Albers and Beatrice Medicine. Universi~ 

Press of America, 198J, .. ··--· 
~..--.._ . S'~---~~ ~~, .. C~ 

(~ !Oce the late 1960s both the women's liberation 
'-J2.eOple!Y 

movement woidwide and the movement of Native $Pi- 4 
'-.!:!_ave .J • I \ 

in North and South America ~ shaken long-ingrained 

ideas and stereotypes. A- small, but growing,ope~~m-
. rectl -' "' ~·" 

inist voice has appear~ within the Native American 

struggle, as exemplified by 

in thE! pages or 

and even for 

<::h'"'"''W" 1 S 

Americ~, 

Indian society 

only_ actors 
• · in the drama, with Indian women remain.ng the "hidden 

half", relegated to the twin images or •trincess" 

"her darker, negatively viewed sister, the Squaw".~"L.;{~s,~u·~~f':.,.,....,.,.~"'"-' 
~riei!!..-) ~ .. -1-r:cl!. ) jThis collection of essays, edited aloers anu~Med- , 

icine, is an important step toward replacing that stunted 
. ~ 

view .. with one~ Indian women as make~s of history, 

C·o .. ncentrating on the nations of the North Plains~-' :t:u 11' 

, · ...... 1;Ra JBPiai ft em ~he late litb:-t=ertl"'!pz '• 1;a4 r~the 

.• . .. . .··at;udy. posc:'s suo~und.amental ~ritique of much. of the an

... · · thropological literature thd it fj;als with problems that 

are aP.plicable to the study of all native womenj) Albers 1 

introductory essay hits out • at the depiction of Plains 

Indian women as ~tt·eJ.-; enslaved as beasts of burde!li> 

victims whose work was ignored as •menial and mon,-onous• •. 

. . L.:.:- h . ~r;.These views •, she charges," tell us more about the atti- · ·· 

<:, tudes of the Euro-Americans~tudied Plains I~~-~ans than 

_W\O(e.-

s\ 
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abuu~ che actual conditions under which these people lived,• 

LA re-examination of such report~ tllllliii ... under the 
.~a~ '-. npt onlY_, 

impact 'or the feminist and American In_;t<ian movements/{re-

veals ~much about both Indian history and Indian women 
-.l,!llderlinef!_J 

today, but ~aMi$ & in a new way the need to seriously 

study Marx's writings on pre-capitalist societies, espe-

cially his Ethnological 

)$~ 

. ~ 

Notebooks. Thus, when #Alan Klein s 
2 examine1 the "impact of colonialism (in the 

LPlains J 
guise of trade) upon women", his focus on theXmode of pro-

duction contrasts women's position in the late 18th cen-

tury, before the introduction of the horse and the hiae 

trade, with that of~=-~ 19th cent~ury. ~ endorsing . 

wh~t-·was-supp~dly Mar?rs,,v~j_as-expressed lnEngels • 

Qridn of. the Family) th~ea~d the· loss of women's . ·. . -----=----
_socie.ty-as--~~~ue~~~-
he ~ wrought by the the new 

position in 
... -

mode of production. 
"/. ·'-... -· --
1 t:rlft -:""f~~oC.ill~ the uffalo hunt e 

nature involving both men and womelJ~_...the methods used 

' after the introduction of the horse;):~hasi~ that the 
~-, . 

horse •came society as the private property 

of men". 

traders·· 
. . . . ' 

demand for hiaes by white. 

ownership of the 

· .... ··. 

:~~"~~~i!~)of women from the hunt, the rise of male •' • • .;:-. · ·· 

ii above all, vastly increa~ed dis~.-.:·:· 

·sioux, 

the tent ·or a rich 

it was his cluty t 

o then,. among the Teton. · .· · ·. 

i 
I 
: 
i 
I 
i 

I 
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of such a practice reveals the widening gulf between chiefs 

and ranks. 
hen I Yet even in this period, too, became 

aog;arnnce,llnot as a common, •warrior women" made their 11••·--·--·-
forni of dev~ behavior", Medicine tlnsists, "but as a 

health and se:j.f-actualized role". Among the PieganJ~:~~;: 
hearted women~ took the names of great warriors, seized 

the economic roles of m~,~dete_:~d their_~-~~~ 
~Y· So ignored was this countervailing tradition by 

· nearly all writers that we have 

that 

., .. co;on:l.al domination". I asking why~· iri' a 'period 'of:' 

. tremendcius:economic hardship, women are increasingly ac::ti~e~:j::/ ''!{i;\~ 

~n tribj politic:s and movements, Albers exposes not onl~'. 
·.,, . . ...--__ .. 
the government I. infamous policy of leasing Inch an land . . 

.· ........ ~- -------··· 
-""~-



. ···: 

.. ,. 

future. 

""itruggling against 1 
~day's Indian women, ether • ) ....., W the poverty 

of the reservation economy challenging aareotypes in 
. ~~Eii:g, ruL_ up new hQ~izonsJ ·as "war:ciors • " 

the universities, areiivZZZ )talf% E brt"!_~ 

for human -liberation. ::-\ Bf 
. ~----------- . -- Michael Connoll~f"-

--------------------c:;c; ~~ 
*Rayna Green, "The Pocahoftas Perplex: the Image of Indian 

. Women in American CUlture", Massachusetts aey;iew 16: 698-714(1q1~). 

"'"''··.,·, '·''·' .. ""''' lillso her review e!lsay in Signs 6: 248-26~(~tive· ,• 71\)n;:.a . 
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